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Merchants auto insurance claims

Insurance. It's a staple in the realm of responsible personal finances, but one I completely despen. I hate the idea of insurance, the process of claiming insurance and companies offering insurance in general. Every month, I write a check for $600 for my family's health insurance, grind my teeth on the way to the mailbox and from the mailbox. Either way, I understand that without insurance, I'm taking a risk I
can't afford. And so, I currently spend $1,100 on a total of four different insurance policies. When I turned 18, I started buying my own car insurance. After turning 22, I bought my own health insurance (as my job(s) didn't provide it). At 28, I bought my first home and started paying homeowners insurance and a year after I bought a term life insurance policy. In my 13-year insurance career (before last
month), I've filed a total of three claims, and each time, the claim is rejected. A brief history of ... Geico Auto Insurance – While at work and my Mustang was parked in the parking lot, it was smashed by a hit-and-run driver. I had comprehensive and liability insurance (which is the minimum in the state of Florida) and I filed a claim. Of course, since my car was hit by another car, I needed crash insurance,
and as such, my claim was rejected. $2,200 in my pocket to fix it. Geico Auto Insurance – Four years later, while my beloved Mustang was having it breaks fixed and tires changed, I rented a car at ford dealership (via Enterprise). Unfortunately, the Enterprise only had three cars; Two minivans and a van, so I rented the car. While driving in the parking garage, I swiped a cement beam to try to park the truck
in the parking lot of my very small apartment. After I used the Visa to rent the truck, I thought I'd cover... No, no Credit card loan car insurance coverage only exists for standard two-door and four-door sedans. Does not include luxury cars, vans or... PICK UP THE TRUCKS. Progressive Homeowners Insurance – I moved from Connecticut to Miami in 2012 and three months later, we were hit by Hurricane
Sandy. Strong, strong winds knocked up against our house, and I thought we survived nothing more than a refrigerator that dishevelled out a surge (a $400 control panel fix). Unfortunately, we learned the hard way to get the flu from our fireplace cracked because when my wife and I lit the fire a week later, we almost burned the house down. We immediately reported the damage to our insurance company,
which, together with a adjuster, sent out an adjuster to view the damage, as well as a chimney expert. Which did not surprise me, our claim was rejected, as the expert suggested that the wind probably did not cause the damage, but rather the poor workmanship when the fireplace was built. Remember that this fireplace and the house was built in 2006. That $9,000 damage hasn't been repaired yet, so we
look at it every day. Be. But hey, on the bright side my homeowners insurance policy went up 50% after the hurricane, so at least my insurance company can't walk away empty-handed./ End RantProgressive Auto Insurance Review (A+) Fast Forward. My wife and daughter visited friends in Miami and were supposed to be home at 11:30 p.m. tonight. My job was to pick them up from the airport, a trip that
usually takes 40 minutes. Ten minutes into the journey, while driving north on Route 9 (dual-lane highway), a deer ran from the forest, in my lane of traffic (in the right lane). I had a moment in the second decision to either slow the car down to my current 65 MPH speed, swerve left into the other lane or swerve right into the shoulder/brush. I decided not to bend and simply broke the brakes. The deer ran but
ran too late as I hit the back half of the left side of my vehicle. Shattered how I would describe the vehicle after impact, the hood of my 2012 Kia Forte is a foot taller than it should have been (level of the windshield). I pulled over to assess the damage and my amazement, even though the card looked terrible, the tyre was ok, the car was in full control and nothing leaked (although the headlight was on the
ground). I tucked in the headlight next to the engine (Ha!) and motorized at the airport. For those wondering why I didn't turn around and go home or call the tow truck (and report the accident and the accident), I didn't own a cell phone, and both my wife and daughter were sick coming from Miami. We only have one car, and since it was so late at night, there was no other way to get home. I trembled. I went
to the airport, packed my family into the Forte, and we slowed down. After I got home, I called Advanced to report the accident. The claims agent took down all my information and told me I'd get a call from the adjuster this morning with more details. The next morning I got that call and agreed that the car should be towed for a Progressive Service Center inspection and repair (the next morning, the car
leaked liquids). Hours later, the car was mastered and I received an email from my adjuster for all the next steps. A few days later I received an email with an estimated damage ($7,000) and the estimated day would be fixed. Over the next two weeks, my adjuster routinely checked with me to update the progress of my vehicle and a day before the estimated completion date, I was called and told the car
was ready to be picked up. In my Enterprise rental car (I never learn), we went to the gas station to pick up my very tough 2012 Kia Forte. At the Progressive Gas Station, they took home free hot chocolate, custom-packaged Rice Krispies Treats and even some. The visit takes no more than 10 minutes from start to finish to get in and out, and I happily paid my $500 deductible. As an added bonus, we
planned drop the rental car back back We took it from the Enterprise, but Progressive said they have an Enterprise kiosk, and we can leave the car there. From start to finish, the process really couldn't have been smoother, and in this particular case, I'm very grateful to be progressive as my auto insurer. I took advantage of their Snapshot program, and now I've seen what it's like to finally accept an
insurance claim. It's much better to write a small check at the end of the day rather than a big one. Do you have an experience with Progressive Car Insurance that you want to share below? Subscribe for free. Get my guide * 31 days to improve your financial life, welcome series, and regular five things to digest. Join 30,000+ other followers. Success! Now check your email to confirm your subscription.
General provides drivers in 34 states, especially those who have trouble getting affordable prices from traditional insurance companies. Prices for drivers with a clean record are usually above average, though. General offers all major types of automatic coverage, including liability, collision, and comprehensive coverage, as well as supplements such as road assistance and car rental refunds. The coverage
limits aren't as high as you'll find for most insurers, though, so if you want more than $100,000/$300,000/$100,000 liability coverage, you can check out the picks of the best car insurance companies. The general has a claims center seven hours a week, but customers weren't thrilled with the service. There have been several complaints about delays or denied claims, so if you place high-value customer
service, you may feel more comfortable with the company than State Farm, which is known for its customer satisfaction ratings. The SpecsPriceSets the location of the vehicle and other factorsBestForHigh-risk driversNot ForLow-risk driversDiscountsAnti-lock brakesAnti-theft deviceDaytime runwayProtective driving courseHomeownersMulti-carPaid with fullPassive restriction VIN etchings Served34In
Business Since1963Better Business Bureau RatingA + A.M. Best ReviewsThe-Standout FeaturesOptions for high-risk driversUneal equipment coverageCar reimbursementMedicine paymentsMedicine payments coverageThe General promises fast, anonymous online car insurance quotes, affordable prices, and quality claims management. It accepts most drivers, even those who don't have perfect
management records or credit history. Is that true? Roughly. The general offers car insurance in 34 states. It caters to drivers who view it as high risk for traditional insurers - those under 20, seniors, people with a history of accidents, and those who need an SR-22 policy. If you fit into that category, it's worth looking at the General. But if you're between 25 and 70 and have a clean management record, it
may not be your best choice. I got quotes from The and a number of other major insurers and found the General was one of the most expensive options. Insurance State Insurance State CoverageMaximum CoverageProgressive$230$284Geico$240$302State Farm$274$444The General$360$501Allstate$386$474You might get a different result than I did, but you'll have to get quotes to find out. The good
news: The quote process is simple and only takes a few minutes. The general's quotes are anonymous, so they ask for less information than most insurers. You don't need to enter your name or address until you're ready to purchase the policy. All you have to do is answer some basic questions about yourself, your vehicle and your driving history. Then you get a quote that you can customize. Once you
have the policy you want, you can buy it online. As far as customer service is concerned, the General can't impress me. According to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, General received more complaints from consumers than average. Problems vary from unexpected cancellations to claims denials to unfriendly agents. If it affects you, you might want to check out another insurer like
State Farm, it's known for its quality customer service. The Deep Dive: A General Auto Insurance ReviewTop Choice for High-Risk Drivers: If you have a history of accidents and can't get an affordable rate from a traditional insurance company, the General might want to consider it. It accepts almost all drivers and vehicles, regardless of their credit or driving history. Quick, anonymous quotes: Getting a
quote from The General only takes a few minutes. The questions are all simple, so you don't have to look for any information. Once you've received your quote, you can customize your hedging options to design a policy that's right for you. You can also purchase this policy online without talking to a representative. Low coverage limits: Overall, it's great if you're looking for state minimum coverage, but that's
not a good choice for those who want higher limits. Most insurers allow you to purchase liability insurance for up to $250,000 per person and $500,000 per accident. The general's liability cover is $100,000 per person and $300,000 per accident. Protecting your vehicle: The general offers collision and comprehensive coverage that is required by most lenders. This pays for repairs if the vehicle has been
damaged as a result of an accident or natural disaster. You get to choose what you want your deductible to be and choose a higher one is a great way to save on premium. If you have unique equipment in your vehicle, you can also choose how much coverage you want to have on it. Coverage if the car breaks down: Add traction and labor coverage to the policy at an additional cost. This will cover the cost
of towing your car to a mechanic if it breaks down. You can also add a car rental refund which pays the rent on your vehicle while yours is in the store. The General also offers 24/7 roadside assistance to customers, which is useful when you run out of gas or get one Medical payments payments You can add up to $1,000 in medical payment coverage to the policy for an additional fee. This type of coverage
pays prayers for medical bills due to accident-related injuries, even if you were to blame. There is also an optional hospital reimbursement plan to cover medical expenses. Some discounts: The general offers some basic discounts, including multiple car, pay-in-full and vehicle equipment discounts. But it does offer more options common to most car insurers than loyalty, accident-free or multi-policy
discounts. The general doesn't offer a unique double deductible discount, though. As the name shows, this doubles the collision and the overall deductible for the first 45 days of the policy, which in turn reduces insurance premiums and then the deductible returns to the standard premium.24/ 7 claims service: Like most insurers, The General has a 24/7 claims center, so no matter when the accident
happens, you can get help immediately. It is not possible to file a complaint online, so you need to call the company to start the claims settlement process. Convenient mobile access: It has standard mobile apps for iOS and Android devices. These allow you to receive or recover an offer, pay the bill, and view important policy documents, such as id cards. You can also access this information through your
online account. Cost RundownAuto insurance companies take a number of factors into account when calculating offers. Your age, your driving record, the make and model of the vehicle, and your title all play a role in your final ratio. Each company weighs these factors slightly differently, though, so you should receive quotes from several different providers and compare their fees and coverages before
making any decision. For me, the general wouldn't be a smart move because I can get more coverage at a lower rate progressive or Geico. But if you have more accidents in your file, the general's fees are the most affordable. Unless your budget is very tight, you can't choose an insurer because of the rate alone, however. We all hope we don't have to use our insurance, but if we do, we want our insurer to
relieve headaches and handle claims quickly. Poor customer service means delays, rejected claims and a more stressful experience for you. It's worth paying a small extra fee for quality customer service. Cheaper (or free!) AlternativesAll states require car insurance, so there is no way to avoid it. If you get caught without it, it's going to cost you more fines than your annual insurance premium. The easiest
way to find cheap car insurance is to quote from multiple companies and compare them, but there are a few additional steps you can take to lower prices, including: Limit driving. If you spend less time on the road, which reduces the risk of an accident, which also reduces the risk to insurers. Notify your insurer of life changes. Marriage or college may reduce insurance premiums, so it is therefore as soon as
it does, the insurer will know about these changes. Work on your credit. A high credit score means lower risk for insurers. Safe car course. Some insurers give discounts if you've been taking a defensive car course for the past three years. Choose a safe vehicle. You want something that doesn't attract thieves and has a high security rating. The CompetitionProgressive: It's worth considering if you're
interested in low prices. That's less discount than some other companies on this list, but prices are consistently affordable. It offers all major coverage options and limits higher than The General has to offer. Like the other companies listed here, Progressive also offers homeowners, tenants, and motorcycle insurance, among other things, so it's a good choice if you're looking to bundle multiple policies into
one. Geico: Another insurance provider known for its low prices, Geico's huge selection of discounts gives you plenty of opportunities to save on things you hopefully would do anyway, like wearing seat belts and avoiding accidents. Like The General, Geico offers car rental refunds, medical payments for coverage, and roadside support at an additional cost. There is also accident forgiveness that prevents
prices from going up following the first accident. State Farm: In my quote comparison, State Farm didn't offer the cheapest quote, but given its reputation for excellent customer service, it's still a good deal. It also has a wide selection of discounts, so you might shave a few dollars off your premium by taking advantage of these. The Drive Safe &amp; Save program allows you to save by having state farm
monitor your driving habits, so this is an option worth exploring if you want to credit it to a safe driver. What others have been saying aboutShaquille O'Neal said is that the decision to become spokesperson for The General was motivated by my personal experience: I was a client of The General on my college day at LSU... Like most kids who started out alone, I didn't know much about insurance, but the
General helped me, and I'm still a customer today.
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